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New Government 
Plans to Make the 
Internet Safer

The government has announced plans to 
make the Internet safer. They want to tackle 
cyberbullying, fake news and other ‘online 
harms’.

The government is worried that social media 
and technology companies aren’t doing enough 
to keep the Internet safe, especially for children.

As a result, they have released plans to make 
companies do more to protect its users from 
harmful content, such as cyberbullying.

“The Internet can be brilliant,” Prime Minister 
Theresa May said, “but for too long these 
companies have not done enough to protect 
users, especially children and young people.”

One of the main ideas is to create an 
independent regulator. This group will create 
rules which the companies will follow. 

The new rules could make the technology 
companies responsible for what is posted and 
shared on their websites or apps. 

This means that they would need to tackle 
cyberbullying, fight fake news and make sure 
their websites didn’t show anything illegal. 

If the regulator decides that a company is 
breaking these rules, the company could be fined 
or even blocked. 

Many children’s charities have said they 
support plans to tackle cyberbulling and protect 
children online. Other organisations, however, 
are worried that these plans might affect 
freedom of speech. 

These plans aren’t the law yet. First, it will 
need to be written into a bill and then voted on 
by parliament. 

However, there are many things we can do to 
keep ourselves safe online now. Most social media 
websites have age recommendations. These are 
there to keep you safe. 

If anything online upsets us or makes us 
feel uncomfortable, it’s important to tell a 
trusted adult. 

The Internet can be a great tool but it’s 
important to make sure we stay safe! 
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Glossary

cyberbullying Bullying someone through 
technology, such as the 
Internet, phones or computers.

regulator A group which controls or 
manages an industry.

blocked Stopping people from viewing 
or using a website. 

bill A draft of a law which 
parliament can vote on. 
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What are these new plans?

• The government has released new plans to make sure 
technology companies help people stay safe online. 

• The plans will make companies do more to tackle 
cyberbullying and fake news. 
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Questions
1. Find a word which means against the law. 

 

2. What needs to happen before these plans become law?  
 

 

3. Tick all the events which could happen if a company breaks the regulators rules.  

   They could be fined. 
   The owners could be arrested. 
   The government could label the website as fake news. 
   The website could be blocked. 

4. Find a phrase which shows that the author believes the Internet can be positive.  

 

5. Why do you think fake news could be a problem?  
 

 

 

6. Do you think these plans will become law? Explain your answer.  
 

 

 

7. Summarise the news story in 20 words or fewer. 
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Answers
1. Find a word which means against the law. 

illegal

2. Tick all the events which could happen if a company breaks the regulators rules.  

   They could be fined. 
   The owners could be arrested. 
   The government could label the website as fake news. 
   The website could be blocked. 

3. What needs to happen before these plans become law?  
First, the plans will need to be written into a bill and then voted on by parliament. 

4. Find a phrase which shows that the author believes the Internet can be positive.  
The internet can be a great tool.

5. Why do you think fake news could be a problem?  
Accept any reasonable answer which refers to the news story, e.g. I think it is a problem 
because it could persuade people to believe something harmful which isn’t true. 

6. Do you think these plans will become law? Explain your answer.  
Accept any reasonable answer which refers to the news story, e.g. I think they will 
become law because they are popular with children’s charities and would make the 
internet safer for children. 

7. Summarise the news story in 20 words or fewer. 
Accept any reasonable summary which is 20 words or fewer, e.g. There are new 
government plans to make the internet safer. They want a new regulator to create rules 
for companies.  
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